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September 2020 

Dear Donors and Funding Partners, 

Thank you for your important part helping Charlotte elementary students develop the strong foundation 
in math and enthusiasm for academics needed for long-term success in the 2019/20 school year! 

We are excited to share highlights of the program that you made possible. 

Your financial investment translated to one-on-one tutoring for 1,193 students delivered by 1,312 weekly 
volunteers across 23 elementary schools in 2019/20. From October 2019 to March 2020, students      
collectively passed curriculum concept levels at a pace exceeding prior year data. Teachers shared in  
mid-year surveys that students became more confident and enthusiastic learners because of the       
program. (See more on page 5.) 

During the disruption caused by COVID-19, your support expanded program offerings for students. Heart 
Tutoring created the “Heart at Home” program with math resources on the Families web page and         
established a virtual tutoring format that proved successful in a summer pilot program. Virtual tutoring 
will be a new option for reaching more students long-term. (See pages 6 and 7.) 

This year, we also took a deep dive into five years of student outcomes. The initial difference in math 
scores measured before program participation between Heart students and non-Heart students at their 
schools was gone for many students one year after program participation. This is worthy of celebration, 
with more work and research to come! (See page 10.) 

Math is an important piece of the puzzle but not the full equation for long-term success for our students, 
who are impacted by many other challenges. Heart Tutoring staff and board began having frequent    
conversations about diversity, equity, and inclusion in fall 2019, which are ongoing, with the commitment 
to strengthen our team and provide students with culturally proficient support. (See page 4.)  

On the last page, you will see the plans to deliver tutoring virtually in 2020/21, thanks to your continued 
support. We believe in the power of our community and the potential of Heart Tutoring students. Thank 
you to over 350 individuals and organizations who came together to make this possible in the 2019/20 
school year and to sustain program impact into 2020/21!  

Thank you!  

It is a privilege to partner with you in support of Charlotte students.  

Gratefully, 

 

 

 

Emily Gaffney 

Executive Director, Heart Math Tutoring 
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Heart Math Tutoring exists to give young students successful 
experiences with math, knowing that early success in math 
leads to more success in math - and beyond.  

When young students have successful experiences in math, 
they are also building important lifelong skills: 

• Perseverance 

• Problem-solving 

• Critical thinking 

• Confidence 

• Purpose 

Addressing early math skills, and confidence that comes with 
it, is also an important piece of the puzzle for opportunity 
and economic mobility. Economic mobility in Charlotte is low, 
with public school quality, social capital, segregation, civic  
engagement, and income inequality cited as factors (Chetty et 
al., 2013). 75% of the fastest growing occupations require   
significant math or science preparation (AdeccoUSA, 2016). 75% of U.S. jobs require a high school diploma 
(U.S. BLS, 2015), and passing Math I (Algebra) is a high school graduation requirement. 

Heart Tutoring’s mission and math strategies apply to all elementary students, but we strategically focus first 
on students who may not have access to resources for private tutoring. 94% of Heart Tutoring students are 
people of color, reflecting the demographic makeup of high-poverty concentration schools in Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools (CMS)1 and the barriers to wealth generation people of color have faced in the United 
States.2 While math skills and confidence play a tremendous role in unlocking opportunity in Heart Tutoring 
students’ lives, we know they are also impacted by issues of race. Throughout 2019/20, the Heart Tutoring 
staff engaged in training around issues of racial equity in a desire to ensure that Heart Tutoring students     
experience empathy, compassion, and empowerment in the program. Our team participated in the Racial    
Equity Learning Cohort with the United Way of Central Carolinas from October 2019 to July 2020 and a        
facilitated training series for all staff from January to May 2020. Efforts to reflect on issues of race are        
ongoing, in line with the organization’s growth-mindset and student-centered core values.3 

As part of developing resilience and social-emotional 
skills, Billingsville Elementary students wrote their name 
next to the emotion that best described how they were 
doing that day. 

1CMS Breaking the Link report, pages 12 and 16, 2Center for American Progress, 3Read more on the Heart Tutoring blog 

Our community is missing out on significant potential when 51%  
of Charlotte 4th graders are not proficient in math (2019 NAEP).   
Without intervention, scores tend to decline between 4th and 8th 
grade, as course difficulty increases, often a sign that students   
relied too heavily on memorized math facts in early years rather 
than understanding how numbers work. This can be addressed 
through targeted one-on-one attention and extra practice.  

Heart Math Tutoring recruits and supports tutors in the only       
volunteer-delivered math intervention program used during the 
school day in CMS, serving over 4,500 students since 2013. 

https://www.cms.k12.nc.us/cmsdepartments/accountability/REA/Documents/Breaking%20the%20Link%20English.pdf
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Allenbrook Elementary 
Barringer Academic Center 
Billingsville Elementary 
Bruns Avenue Elementary 
Cotswold Elementary 
Endhaven Elementary 
Greenway Park Elementary 
Hidden Valley Elementary 

Huntingtowne Farms Elementary 
Joseph W. Grier Academy 
Lebanon Road Elementary 
Merry Oaks International Academy 
Montclaire Elementary 
Myers Park Traditional 
Piney Grove Elementary 
Rama Road Elementary 

Renaissance West STEAM Academy 
Shamrock Gardens Elementary 
Smithfield Elementary 
Statesville Road Elementary 
Sterling Elementary 
Westerly Hills Academy 
Whitewater Academy 

1,193 students at the following 23 elementary schools received 1:1 tutoring twice weekly in 2019/20. 

Of teachers reported increased confidence and/or 
enthusiasm for academics in their Heart Tutoring 
students by January 2020 

Of students passed one or more curriculum 
notebooks by March, and 49% passed two or 
more, on track with prior school year data. 

Of teachers said Heart Tutoring students  
improved their foundational math skills by   
January 2020 

By March 2020, students were on track to meet program growth goals set with guidance from elementary math 
specialists at UNC Charlotte and CMS.  

Natalie*, a 4th grade student at Bruns Avenue Elementary, was nominated for 
Heart Tutoring by her teachers for extra help in math. Her pre-assessment    
indicated that she needed help with 2nd grade concepts.  

Natalie was determined to make progress and worked diligently with her tutors 
in the cafeteria twice a week. She took ownership of her success and passed 
mini-assessments to practice harder curriculum level notebooks. One day, she 
asked her tutor Blanca for an extra weekly session because she thought    
practicing with Heart three times a week would be the solution to passing her 
new curriculum notebook! Even without an extra weekly session, Natalie     
continued to make great progress throughout the year with support from her 
tutors!   *Name has been changed 

A 2nd grader at Whitewater Academy smiles about the 
math progress shown on her goal tracker! 
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Heart Tutoring’s donors made it possible for the Heart Tutoring team to focus on new ways to support our  
students, families and school partners from a distance through the end of the 2019/20 school year! 

 

 

 

Heart Tutoring created printable activity boards aligned with our curriculum 
for students to complete at home. As an extension of the “End-of-Year 
Take Home Games” typically shared at family events, we mailed math kits 
home to students with dice, cards and games to play at home. 
 

Families received weekly newsletters with community updates and curated 
math resources, along with individualized e-mails with content based on 
the notebook in which their student was working. Additionally, we         
redesigned and updated the Families page on our website, which now   
includes a video bank of Heart Tutoring games that can be accessed on 
cell phones and played by students and families at home. We shared these 
resources with all 23 schools and received positive feedback from       
principals and teachers.  
 

Many Heart tutors went the extra mile to continue encouraging their     
students! Tutors wrote letters, sent photos, and even created short video 
messages that were shared with their students along with their end-of-
year certificate of progress.  

“Counting” Activity Board 

“Heart at Home” videos 

Creative mentorship from tutors 
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Heart Tutoring prepared for virtual tutoring in the 2020-21 
school year by piloting a six-week virtual tutoring program in 
June and July. 

With funding provided by Pamlico Capital and the COVID-19 
Response Fund administered through a partnership between 
United Way of Central Carolinas and Foundation For The  
Carolinas, in close coordination with the City of Charlotte 
and Mecklenburg County, the summer pilot provided math 
skills and mentorship to 74 students from 13 Charlotte    
elementary schools! The pilot enabled Heart Tutoring to   
fine-tune the new virtual format and ensure a high-quality 
experience for both students and tutors in preparation to 
launch at a larger scale in fall 2020.   

The pilot program proved successful in terms of student  
support and translation of Heart Tutoring’s curriculum to  
virtual formats. Overall, the results of the pilot were         
encouraging, showing that students can make measurable 
progress through virtual program delivery! 

The summer pilot utilized Google Jamboard, a whiteboard app that tutors 
and students could manipulate simultaneously, and virtual “breakout 
room” technology so coordinators could monitor multiple sessions. 

Students could complete a math BINGO board (below) by 
practicing math outside of tutoring to win incentives 

such as Wacky Dress Up Day (above)! Half of the      
summer pilot students completed their BINGO boards. 
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Forest Hill Church (19), Central Piedmont Community College (18), Matthews UMC (17), Myers Park Presbyterian Church (17), Grant 
Thornton (16), Global Endowment Management (15), Ridge Church (15), Myers Park UMC (14), Davidson College (13), Moore & Van Allen 
(13), Watershed Church (13), Albemarle Corporation (12), Clemson Alumni (12), Covenant Presbyterian Church (12), Friendship Mission-
ary Baptist Church (11), CMS (11), St. Stephen UMC (11), Temple Beth El (11), CMPD (10), Pamlico Capital (10), Queens University (10), 
Red Ventures (10), and others.  

A full list of 2019/20 volunteer partners can be found at hearttutoring.org/community-partners 

  
 

 

  

Of tutors noticed improvement in their child’s 
math skills* 

Of tutors rated their experience with Heart  
Tutoring as positive* 

Of tutors noticed an increase in their student’s  
confidence and enthusiasm for learning* 

*Based on mid-year surveys completed in January 2020 

Dedicated Heart tutors spend 30 minutes to one hour each week working with students on math concepts ranging from 
Counting to Multiplication Fluency. Heart Tutoring’s program is designed to work with busy schedules- 68% of tutors work 
full-time, and many volunteer during their lunch breaks.  

 

TJ*, a 1st grader at Whitewater Academy, began the school year in 
the Counting curriculum notebook, a Kindergarten skill. TJ was    
excited when he passed a mini-assessment showing that he had 
learned to count, compare numbers, subitize, and decompose  
numbers up to 10 - critical skills for future success! 
 

TJ’s Program Coordinator could count on a visit every morning as 
she was setting up the tutoring space in the cafeteria and as TJ  
finished breakfast. He would walk to her and ask, “Can you get me for tutoring today?!”  Whenever tutors 
picked him up in class, TJ would grin, shout “Yay!” and hop up from his desk. It is always encouraging to 
see a student not only make great progress, but have fun at the same time!   *Name has been changed 
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Heart Math Tutoring was incorporated seven years ago, and three years prior to that, volunteers and partners began     
piloting the program through Social Venture Partners (SVP). It doesn’t require counting on your fingers to know that a  
special group of volunteers has reached their 10th year of tutoring! With deep appreciation, our team is honored to thank 
these six tutors for the impact they have had on more than 120 students.   

Minna led the group of founding volunteers and helped organize the program before there was any 
paid staff! She says her favorite part of tutoring is seeing the other tutors around her - “Everyone’s 
personality is different, and it is neat to see how there are so many ways to be a good tutor.” 

“Minna has the remarkable ability to be both a calming, peaceful presence for a student while also 
inspiring and energizing them to do their best work. Her dedication to students is unmatched.”  

– Padgett Vaughn, Senior Program Manager  

Martha was a member of the original steering committee that organized Heart Tutoring. Martha has 
recruited friends to join her and pays it forward with supplies; she is Heart’s direct source for     
hundreds of decks of playing cards recycled from the Charlotte Bridge Association each year! 

“[Martha] is dedicated to teaching her students math and, as a math major herself, truly understands 
if her student comprehends a concept or is using memorization.”  

- Debbie Marshall, Program Coordinator at Montclaire Elementary 

Reid was also part of the group who organized the program. He will not hesitate to tutor twice a week 
to ensure his students each received their full hour of tutoring no matter what holiday or schedule 

change was happening. Reid maximizes every minute of time he has with his students. 

“Every time I bump into Reid anywhere in Charlotte, I can count on a positive report of his Heart    
students and their recent conversations. He knows how to make tutoring a memorable experience “ 

- Emily Gaffney, Executive Director 

Margaret jumped in as a volunteer through her involvement with SVP and has been an energetic 
advocate and strong tutor ever since - even after taking on responsibility as an elected member of 
the CMS Board of Education starting in 2017. 

“Margaret is committed to her hour of volunteering with Heart. She rushes into Montclaire and 
greets the many teachers and staff that know her. She stays intense and focused on the task at 
hand to ensure that her students get quality time with her and then she’s off to the next meeting!” 

- Debbie Marshall, Program Coordinator at Montclaire Elementary  

Catherine was also part of the founding group of volunteers. For many summers, her basement was 
converted into a Heart Tutoring curriculum materials assembly line. To this day, Connecting Cubes still 
take a tumble in Catherine’s washing machine each summer! 

“Catherine is always willing to do what is needed to help her students become successful, whether it is 
building math skills or building confidence.”  

- Mike Parman, Program Coordinator at Piney Grove Elementary 

Lisa was a friend of the founders and became a Heart tutor after receiving an email 10 years ago ask-
ing for volunteer tutors. Over the years, she has been at many schools and even tutored siblings! She 

tries creative strategies to bring out students’ best, most recently using all possible football analogies!  

“Lisa is a wonderful tutor.  She is so loving and patient, but knows exactly how to push to get the 
best from her students.” 

- Lauren Hillesheim, Program Coordinator at Cotswold Elementary 
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During Spring 2020, Heart Tutoring conducted an internal 
evaluation specifically determining the program’s effect 
on students’ long-term success. 
 

With help from a data-sharing agreement with CMS, Heart 
Tutoring conducted an internal analysis of 30,965        
observations  using fixed effects regression models by 
school, year, and grade, or by school-grade-year       
combinations. 
 

Heart Tutoring prioritizes accepting students into the   
program who are economically disadvantaged students 
(EDS) and are performing 1-3 years below grade level in 
math. As determined by the Fall NWEA MAP scores of 1st 
graders and N.C End of Grade Test (EOG) scores of 3rd - 5th 
graders, the achievement scores of students who are  
invited to participate in Heart Tutoring are significantly below those of other students at their school who do 
not participate in Heart Tutoring, with 5th graders starting two years of schooling behind the non-Heart     
students at their schools, on average. 
 

One measure of success would be if Heart Tutoring helps close the initial difference in math scores between 
Heart and non-Heart students at their schools. The findings below were encouraging. 

Students who participated in Heart Tutoring during 
1st and 2nd grade achieved 3rd grade EOG scores     
reflecting no significant difference from non-Heart 
students at their schools, one year after participating 
in Heart Tutoring, despite starting significantly behind. 

Students who mastered 60% or more of the skills  
associated with their grade level targets on the Heart 
Tutoring post-assessment had no significant          
difference in EOG scores compared to non-Heart   
students a year after program participation, closing 
what was initially a significant difference. 

Growth on Heart Tutoring pre/post assessments is 
correlated with growth on N.C. End of Grate tests. 
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Steve Beam 
Development Chair 

Beam Strategic Consulting 
 

Barbara Bissell 
NC Dept of Public Instruction (retired) 

 

Sam Bowles 
Threadridge Investment Partners 

 

Connie Carlson 
Governance Chair 

Charlotte Latin School 
 

Sean Christiansen 
Albemarle Corporation 

Peter Daniel 
Board Chair 

Wells Fargo Securities 
 

Dr. Steve Esposito 
Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools 

 

Eric Eubank 
Geography Strategy Chair 

Pamlico Capital 
 

Michael Hutson 
Secretary 
K&L Gates 

 
 

Dominique Johnson 
Volunteer Recruitment Chair 

Duke Energy Foundation 
 

Anne Leggett 
Community Volunteer 

 

Erin Lentz 
Grant Thornton 

 

Ken Rogich 
Finance Chair 

Latta Park Enterprises 

Heart Math Tutoring became an independent, 501c3 nonprofit in July 2014 following successful piloting, built from a   
partnership between Social Venture Partners (SVP), CMS, and Communities In Schools (CIS).  

In FY19, Heart Tutoring provided tutoring at a value of 1.2x the total cost of the program per school while adding      
classroom capacity for teachers. Costs are outlined below. 

300 individual donors helped provide math skills and mentorship to students by financially supporting Heart Tutoring in 
FY19. Thank you for your generosity to Charlotte students! 
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FPC - Catherine S. Grier Fund 
Synchrony Financial 

Junior League of Charlotte 
Pamlico Capital 

Birdseye Renewable Energy 
Movement Mortgage 
Crowder Constructors 

GEM Foundation 

Christ Episcopal Church 
Frontier Growth Foundation 

Harvard Business School Alumni  
Association 
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Anonymous (1) 
John Clay* and Cathy Bessant 
Amy and Robert Brinkley 
Thomas Bunn 
Lee Ann and Steve DeCarlo 
Minna* and Mike* Elliott 
Martha* and Eric Eubank 
Vickie* and Gene Johnson 
Reid* and Anne* Leggett 
Wandra and George Mackie 
Lisa* and Tom Phillips 
Susan and Don Sherrill 

Anonymous (2) 
Mary and Jeff Abbood 
Addison and Rand Ayer 
Mark and Lorri Ayers 
Anne and John Barry 
Steve* and Joanne* Beam 
Bill and Betsy Blue 
Laura and Sam Bowles 
Denise and Mike Burkard 
Connie and Peter Carlson 
Ashton Colaianni 
Ann Copeland 
Peter and Patricia Daniel 
Amy and Alfred Dawson 
Jennie Derby 
Marcia and Wesley Eubank 
Catherine* and Mike Fischer 
Fran* and Bob Fleisch 
Meredith and Kelly Graves 
Michael Greksa and Maggie Wittman 
Patty and Jim Griffin 
Carol and Watts Hamrick 
Brooke and Dan Hawkins 
Ben and Kathy Hill 
Lanier and Doug* Hoy 
Page* and Martin Hull 
Jennifer and Michael* Hutson 
Jim Hynes 
Dominique* and Daniel Johnson 
Mindy and Bob Jones 
Kelli and Pete Lash 

Gina and Tom Lawrence 
Liz and Chris Lee 
Erin and Rob Lentz 
Kevin* and Kathy Lilly 
Juli Marley 
Sarah Offutt 
Meg and Ty Peebles 
Anne and Scott Perper 
Meredith and Geordie Pierson 
Anne and Walker Poole 
Lynn* and Frank Potocnik 
Carol and Martin Robinson 
Epes and Anne Robinson 
Karen* and Ken* Rogich 
Emily and Adam* Schauer 
Wendy and Jason Schmidly 
Liz and Walker Simmons 
Susan* and John Siphers 
Erica St. John 
Curtis and Rocky Trenkelbach 
Linda* and Phil Vanderbosch 
LouAnn* and Scott* Vaughn 
Helen and Peter Wallace 
Sue Walsh 
Erin Watkins* 
Alec and Mayleng Watson 
Louisa Weinrib 
Brenda* and John Woodcock 
Russ Morrison* and Patricia Zoder* 

Charlotte* and Chris Atkinson 
Alison and Bradford Barry 
Julie and Dudley Bell 
Bill Bernart* 
Annie Bowles and Eric Wilkins 
Mary and Charles Bowman 
Carol and Milt Childress 
Jean and Gene Cochrane 
Nancy and Charles Conner 
Janis and Hunter* Cook 
Andy and Lee Cooney 
David and Christe Eades 
Tim and Mary Beth Eastridge 
Judy Emken* 
Diana and Cam Faison 
Marcia Fitzmaurice 

Emily* and Mike Gaffney 
Melissa* and Jeff Gass 
Joe and Carol Gigler 
Catie and Larry* Good 
Molly and Robert Griffin 
Lise and Travis Hain 
Jennifer and Logan* Henderson 
Amy Hockett and Eric Rohm 
Meghan Holbrook* 
Kathy and Steve Horvath 
Martha and Benne Hutson 
Kelly Katterhagen and Larry Nabatoff* 
Debbie and Michael Kemmy 
Ed and Page* Kizer 
Jeanne Kutrow* 
Matt* and Nicky* Libel 
Saundra and Rick Magee 
Margaret* and Harrison Marshall 
Ed and Anna McMahan 
Ann and George* Miles 
Stephanie and Billy Owens 
Ralph and Lynn Pitts 
Wallace* and Bill Prestwood 
Sherri and Hank Ralston 
Lee and Katie Rensch 
Carla and Ed Rose 
Crystal and Steve Sellers 
Tim Shaughnessy 
Allen* and Sarah Shifflet 
Susan and Jim Sigman 
Lucy* and Keith* Trent 
Patrick and Elizabeth Vaughn 
Doug Williams 

*2019/20 Tutor 
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Mike and Shannon Acks 
Kathy and Ed Balogh 
Marti and Larry* Bartelt 
Lauren Benson* 
Bob Billington* 
Barbara Bissell and Roy Lindstedt 
Pamela Black 
Elizabeth Boonsue 
Gretchen and Mark Bottrill 
Isabel and Tommy Brantley 
Shannon* and Brad Brown 
Blair* and John* Choate 
Lisa and Peter Colaianni 
David and Susan Cox 
Andrew Dombrowski 
Robert and Anne Dooley 
Vivian Dorsel* 
Tere and Doug Ey 
Anne and Hank Flint 
Amy and Chuck Fonville 
Michelle and Steve* Gassaway 
Meredith Gay 
Ruth Ellen and Thold Gill 
Denny* and Kathy* Hammack 
Tricia and Donny Harrison 
Ryan Henderson 
Deborah and John Hofland 
Lilian Hudson 
Jodi and Chris Hummer 
Jane and Frasier Ives 
William and Whitney Kelly 
Thomas Locke* 
Jane and Luther Lockwood 
Carolyn Lugo-Allred* 
Dee Dee and Bill Maxwell 
Abby and Kevin McClure 
Will and Missy* Miller 
DeAnn* and Jeff Moser 
Heather and Gus Obleada 
Dave* and Sue Ogden 
Deborah* and Mike* Parman 
Woods and Rich Potts 
Margaret and Rusty Rainey 
Sandy Roether* 
George and Brenda Rohe 
Richard and Eula Rush 
Ginny Shaw 

Meredith* and Steven Shorkey 
Will and Camilla Smoak 
Ellen Tennill 
Sam Towne* 
Nathaniel White 
 

Anonymous (1) 
Kelley Anderson* 
Pam and Ernest Barry 
Gracie and Will Batchelor 
Mary and Walt Beaver 
Will and Cindi Bernart 
Ali Black 
Lisa* and Todd* Blanton 
Crandall and Erskine Bowles 
Jean Braxton* and Gary Andrew* 
Sage* and Dale Brook 
Tony Brown 
Betsy Brunnemer 
Michelle and Todd Buelow 
Kristy Burleigh* 
Clarence and Frances Calcote 
Bowen and Lucy Caldwell 
Diane and Dennis* Carey 
Dan and Amber Cassar 
Pam Clark* 
Carla and Matt Clements 
Sonia and Don Cleven 
Debbie and Bruce Darden 
Angela and Jason Davenport 
Sally and Ward Davis 
Mary Anne Dickson 
Lisa and David Dillard 
Mary Jane Elliott and Kelly Mitter 
Bill and Elaine Griffin 
Ashly Hamilton 
Lynn Harand Hankins* 
Ben Harrigan 
Jennifer and Joshua Hill 
Lynn and Charles Hodges 
Pollyann and Greg Holthusen 
Virginia Horn 
Dena* and Andrew Hurst 
Andy Kalchik* 
Samantha Kelen 
Gerry Kingsley* 
Leigh Lamonica* 

Susan Linderman 
John Locke 
Stacy and Steve Lynch 
Mike Maltarich 
Bob McElfresh* 
Silvia* and John* McKenna 
Alexander Middleton* 
Rich Midkiff 
Luther and Sandra Moore 
Shannon Newell* 
Tracy Patts 
Peggy Ann Peterson 
Alicia Powers* 
Rebecca* and Tyson* Presnell 
Tim Reitz 
Derek Rogers 
Melissa* and Keith Rossi 
Liz* and Bill Schillings 
Dorothy and Harold Smith 
Claudia* and Dave Strickert 
Chuck and Linda Talmadge 
Steve Taylor 
Joe and Rosalind* Taylor 
Ann and Tom Temple 
Michael Temple* 
Jeff and Leigh Ann Thomas 
Ann Timberlake 
Brian and Christine Tolleson 
Eddy and Polly Trott 
Randy* and Claudia* Vigor 
Melissa and Todd Walker 
Mary Claire and Dan Wall 
Lisa* and Dean* Warren 
Liz Wahls* and David Weinrib 
Christianna* and Matt* Williams 
Katherine and Davis Willingham 
Suzanne Wittebort 
Andrew Yavorski* 

*2019/20 Tutor 
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Gifts received through FYE 6/30/20 from the organizations and individuals below will support 2020/21 school 
year operations! A complete list of donors can be found online at hearttutoring.org/community-partners 

Anonymous 
Amy and Robert Brinkley 
Katherine and Thomas Bunn 
Connie and Peter Carlson 
John Clay and Cathy Bessant 
Lee Ann and Steve DeCarlo 

Minna and Mike Elliott 
Judy Emken 
Martha and Eric Eubank 
Fran and Bob Fleisch 
Kelly and Meredith Graves 
Gene and Vickie Johnson 

Reid and Anne Leggett 
George and Wandra Mackie 
Lisa and Tom Phillips 
Susan and Don Sherrill 
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Civic engagement is one of Heart Math Tutoring’s five core values. We 
believe our community will rise to the challenge that thousands more 
students in Charlotte need a tutor’s help. Heart Tutoring will be virtual 
in 2020/21 to safely reach our students, and the need for tutors is 
greater than ever.  

Tutoring experience is not required. Heart Tutoring provides training, 
volunteer-friendly lesson plans, and real-time support from a staff 
member (Program Coordinator) to ensure tutoring is impactful, even 
over a computer screen.  


